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Model w/camera
BHT-1171BWB-CE
Model w/o camera BHT-1170BWB-CE
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Reading and viewing distance
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Accessories (sold separately)
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Can read and recognize
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max 1,300mm in depth!
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Easy grip and large
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keyboard for easy
handling!

Warranty
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For your safety
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 مMicrosoft, Windows are registered trademarks or trademarks
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Improved work efficiency with
IEEE802.11n compliant
high-speed wireless transmission!

Even blots or smears can't stand in the way of scanning with the new scan engine
"Advanced Scan Plus" that matches performance of laser type scanners.

Ɣ

Ɣ

Advanced Scan Plus Advantage ྚ

High-speed scanning

Maximum scanning depth of 1,300mm
Ɣ

BHT-1100 Data collection
Flash ROM
256MB

From scanning at close to far
distances, can scan up to
1,300mm away.
 JAN-13 (bar width 0.33mm) = Approx. 640mm
ITF (bar width 1.0mm) = Approx. 1,300mm

Stress-less quick scanning of
continuous barcodes during
inspection leads to reduced
operation time.

Ɣ

<Existing>
256MB

From floor to ceiling, easily scan
without having to change
positions.

Ɣ
Ɣ

Flash ROM
2GB

Transmission server

micro
SDHC

PC Data collection

PC

ରBHT-1100
2GB

Ɣ

Quick and accurate scanning even when barcodes are partially not
visible or dirty by reading the barcode in 2-dimensions rather than as
lines.B120
In addition to barcodes in poor condition, high density and wide
barcodes can also be read.

Flash ROM capacity significantly increased to 2GB. Work without worrying about
memory.
Also as external memory, the high-speed reading MicroSDHC is supported,
allowing smooth data transfer within the BHT-1100 and from external data.

Ɣ

In addition to IEEE802.11b/g, boasts high speeds of up to 65 Mbps, and
supports IEEE802.11n as well.

Ɣ

Improved transmission response with the support of IEEE802.11n.

Wireless LAN security

"BHT Backup" always lets you return to your routine task smoothly, even when
the battery fails, by backing up data to the internal Flash memory or MicroSDHC.
Prevent tapping

Advanced Scan

General Scanners
Easily affected by blots or smears

1 terminal, 2 roles. Camera attached

Not affected by blotted or smeared bar
codes with the vertical view

Ɣ

Transmission server

BHT-1171 BWB-CE only

Authentication server

Large keyboard is also
easy to use with gloves.

Tilt angle was based on thorough studies of actual usage.
Ɣ

Angle

3.5 inches

Durability

Bluetooth® transmission

Durability throughout the terminal

The angle was set based on
studies of the direction in
operation, minimizing
screen glare in bright
locations and maintaining
high visibility.
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Large elastic is attached to the tip of
the barcode scanner to prevent
damage upon large falls, securing high
durability.
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Durable keypad where the key tops
or letters don't come off.
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Proven durability, clearing drop
resistance tests of 60 times at 1.5m
in height. Allows for long use with
peace of mind.

Highly stable grip

Mobile phone

Modem

Global Support
Denso Group support, even abroad

55mm

Ɣ

The 3.5 inch large screen and easy
grip allow for high operability. In
addition, frequently used keys such as
the numeric keypad/ENT/SCAN are
centrally located at the top to minimize
finger movement, reducing fatigue.
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Irregular surface on the back to ensure a sense of stability when held.

Ɣ

Further increased stability with the hand belt.
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Stable operation with both the keys and stylus.

Ɣ

Ɣ

The global Denso Group network allows for full
local maintenance and support, both
domestically or abroad.
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Quick response in case repair is needed.

Storage inventory management
With the high-resolution,
3.5 inch large screen display,
information on the screen is
smooth and eyes don't
fatigue even after long terms
of use.

Even with stock shelved
from the floor to ceiling,
scan info on the spot
without the hassle of
stepladders, and shorten
the time required for
operation.

Printer type

PC

Built-in Bluetooth Ver. 2.0. Wireless communication possible with portable
printer, PC, mobile phone, etc.

Development tool
Compatible with various development tools

Where can BHT-1100 be useful?
Picking in the backyard.

Prohibit unauthorized
access

Loaded with the highly reliable security technology, "WPA/WPA2" to prevent
unauthorized access or theft.
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Strictly strives for easy grip and operational convenience, always supporting repetitive tasks.

TKIP/AES
802.1x

In addition to barcode scanning, take photos
of defective goods during inspection on the
spot without having to take out an additional
digital camera.

Design
Large screen of PDA
-class and slim design

access point

BHT-1100

Data backup using the new "BHT Backup"

Strong against blots or smears

Ɣ

Equipped with the latest version of Windows®CE6.0R3, delivering significantly
increased processing speeds compared to conventional machines.

Flash ROM 2GB, MicroSDHC compatible

Advanced Scan Plus Advantage ྙ

The unique CCD method
"Advanced Scan" has been
evolved, achieving approximately
three times the speed of laser type
scanners.

Supports IEEE802.11n

Equipped with the latest OS
Ɣ

Advanced Scan Plus Advantage ྛ

Ɣ

Transmission

Latest features

Scan performance

Inspection within the store

Ordering within the store
The large screen which
allows excellent operability
with much of the
information necessary on
one screen, reduce the
time required for inspection
despite masses of
products.

With the wide coverage area
and stable transmission
speed of wireless both
on-site or in large stores,
orders can be made and
inventor+B207y managed
stress-free.

Ɣ Microsoft Visual Studio 2008
- Microsoft Visual C++1
- Microsoft Visual Basic12
- Microsoft Visual C#12
Ɣ Microsoft Visual Studio 2005
- Microsoft Visual C++1
- Microsoft Visual Basic12
- Microsoft Visual C#12
1ஔ Development of applications using BHT specific features requires the library/class library
included in the BHT specific Software Development Kit (SDK), which can be downloaded
for free at our website (QBdirect).
2ஔ The BHT specific class library is compatible with the following versions:
- Microsoft .NET Compact Framework 2.0/3.5

